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A Thirty Day Trial

by Jodie Pearson

“Love and respect you so!” is how the email ended.
It was completely unexpected but certainly not
surprising when an email from a longtime colleague
and friend ended this way.
What happened to me in that very moment?
My world stopped while I was overcome with a
flood of wonderful feelings. Then in a quick flash,
I began reflecting on all that I have worked so hard
to accomplish in my career. I reflected on the person
who said that to me, thinking of her unmatched
leadership in our industry, her role as the springboard
to my learning everything dental. And then I came back
to the present. Wow. This person had these five words
on her mind and didn’t keep her message a secret.
What a gift!

The assignment, Psych 1:
1.	Extend three genuine compliments a day
for 30 days. That makes 90 compliments.
2. Record the compliments.
3. Record to whom compliments were extended.
4. Record their reactions.
The professor warned us: “It can change lives.”
continues on page 2
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Of the several people I targeted, one was a
co-worker. As far as I was concerned, this
co-worker was always making mistakes,
which made coming to work kind of
miserable. But today was the day to follow
the directions of the assignment. However hard
this would be, I was going to ace this assignment!
Since I needed to extend three genuine compliments a day.
I began to search for things the co-worker was doing
right. I would then mention them, thank her, and pull out
my little journal to record. The professor warned us this
could change lives, and boy was he right. I was shocked!
Looking back, I’m a little ashamed at how I felt about
this person; I was truly hard-pressed to think positively
about her. Until I was given this assignment, I never
imagined that a relationship could so radically change.
What happened? My co-worker began asking me how she
could help with this and that, asking me if this was right
or wrong. I remember feeling like this assignment turned
into a gift for both of us. Our working relationship literally
transformed into a great collaborative effort, and I could
not wait to report back to the class!
Imagine what could happen in the workplace and in our
personal worlds. Complimenting someone is certainly not
a new concept, but what if we were intentional about it?
What if we applied this to our clients and team members
or friends and family members?

The professor
warned us:

“It can change lives”
tell you something. We know coming to the dentist isn’t
the most favorite thing people do, but you really contribute
to making our jobs enjoyable here. You’re always on time,
you’re always kind to everyone, and you always come
prepared to take care of any necessary business. I just
wanted you to know that you are one of our favorite family
members.” Perhaps John understands the importance of
presenting himself to the world in this way, which is why
he does it, but no one has ever acknowledged him for it.
Let’s not be so busy that we can’t say something nice to
someone or even pass along a message that someone
told you something nice about another person.
"Love and respect you so!” Treasured words. Treasured
memories. You’ll never know how sharing your thoughts
can affect someone else if you’re not keeping secrets. Go
ahead. I challenge you to pick someone today.

And what about our patients? Don’t they deserve to be
complimented for a job well done? Let’s say the patient
is waiting to see the dentist and out of the blue, you walk
into the room, sit down, look your patient in the eye, and
say something like, “You know John, I’ve been meaning to
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Not only is tooth decay the most
common and widespread disease
of humankind, it is the oldest.
Tooth decay has been found
in skulls of prehistoric humans.
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Or

Ask the Consultant

Q:

If we advertise that we give senior
discounts and the patient pays with
Care Credit or a regular credit card,

do we still have to honor the senior discount?
Our doctor feels if they pay with Care Credit
or credit card, we have to pay a percentage
of about 10% for credit card fee and that is
the percentage we would give the patient as
a discount.

A:

Two Reasons to Schedule
Your Free Training
Staff Turnover

Take some of the stress out of training a new staff
member. You are not only doing all the work yourself
but you are also taking extra time to teach someone
else how things are done in your office. Have them
start with a Trojan Training.
Do you have team members who have never had a
free professional Trojan Training?

Long Time Client and New Features

If offering this in a promotion, you
would need to honor the promotion.
Also, it is important to remember

that while providing a discount may seem
like a well-intentioned offer, there are rules,
regulations, contractual obligations, and/or
laws that must be followed. The American
Dental Association (ADA) suggests that
dental claims should always accurately
report the fee the practice will accept as
payment in full for the service provided,
the date for billing dentures, crowns, and
bridges. Review your provider contract or
verify directly with the dental plan.
Response provided by Ramona Colbert.

QuoteWorthy

Service
Savvy

“

You may already be familiar with what we do, but
at Trojan we are constantly making improvements
based on your feedback. We want to make sure you
understand the new products and services available
to current clients. Do you know …
•	We have a Learning Center
•	
Ask The Consultant is included in your monthly fee
•	Your desktop eligibility program saves your
patient information forever
•	About the 6 Trojan Guidelines for finding
Trojan Benefit Plans faster
•

Research fee is per plan, not per patient

•	We have an automated eligibility service called
Dentifi that automatically processes eligibility for
your patients 9 days in advance, then every day
up to 24 hours in advance?
A free professional Trojan Training can demonstrate
these services.
Call us today at 800-451-9723, Ext. 1. Or visit
Trojanonline.com and click the Training button
to schedule a training time that is convenient for you.

I can live for two months
on a good compliment.

”

— Mark Twain
next page
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"Classic" Trojan Today articles,
coming soon to trojanonline.com:
6/15/2022	
Managing Risk
PART 1
by Linda Harvey,
RDH, MS

Christine Taxin is visiting
AADOM chapters in the East:
RICHMOND, VA CHAPTER: JUNE 22, 2022
NE FLORIDA CHAPTER: AUGUST 18, 2022

6/25/2022 	Managing Risk
PART 2
by Linda Harvey,
RDH, MS

Contact your local AADOM chapter to
see who is coming to see you this year.
Click here for more information.

DIY Dental Consulting
A Consulting Experience Redesigned
for Today’s Dental World
For more information:
https://diydentalconsulting.com/

Novonee – The Premier Dentrix Community
Creating Dentrix Super Users
https://membership.novonee.com/membership

Live Events Are Returning!
Many are listed at: www.conferenceindex.org.
Search by your field or specialty.

What
Clients
Say

“Throughout the years,
my highest compliment
to Trojan has been their consistent
and excellent customer service.
They are always professional and
competent, and I have never been
disappointed. In this day and age,
there is something to be said for
their ongoing quality of service.”

— L.S.

http://bit.ly/
FBTrojan

http://bit.ly/
YouTubeTPSINC

http://bit.ly/
TPSLinkedIn

http://bit.ly/
TrojanInstagram

Accelerating dental practices to excellence by providing services
that increase case acceptance, production, and collections.
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